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MUN Chairmen
Appointed; End
Preparations
With the Model United Nations
institute
Weaern Area Regional
only two days
at San Jose State
,way, Secretary - General Sam
obregon has completed chairman
appointments for the committee
meetings.
and conunission
Committees will discuss various
nternational problems Saturday
morning at Centennial hall. Upon
on
reaching general agreement
,,sues, the committees will submit
astheir proposals to the general
sembly.
Issues will be offered for open
debate at the general assembly
afternoon session at 2:45 p.m. in
the men’s gym. The public is invited to this meeting.
Committee chairmen will be
Tom Bruneau, political and security: Don Seney, economic and financial; Doug Johnston, trusteeship; Stephen Larson, administrative and budgetary, and Liz
Stone, full disarmament.
A special political committee
will consider such questions as the
Algerian situation, and U.N. representation for China.
SJS will enter three delegations
in the institute. Sharon Holly
will be chairman of the Russian
delegation, Fred Karlsen heads
the India delegation and Efraim
Gugel will be chairman of the
Israeli group.
Obregtm expects more than 200
student delegates from 15 northern California colleges at the institute Saturday. They will represent 26 countries from the western, Afro-Asian and Soviet blocs.
Students will adopt the diplomatic policies of the countries
they represent in an effort to duplicate a typical United Nations
session.
Welcome addresses at the 9 am.
opening meeting of the general
as.sembly in the Concert Hall will
he delivered by 1)r. William J.
SJS vice president; Brent
Davis, ASR president; Rodney
Walker, secretary-general of
April’s MUN western states session, anti Obregon.

New Observatory,
350 Miles High,
Put Up Yesterday
By Ala is, it. wt:i1B JR.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla
(URD- -The United States yesterday launched the first of a new
series of satellites to find a way
to forecast radiation "storms"
that threaten man’s flight through
kIkice.
A Thor -Delta rocket thundered
Darn its launching pad at 8:06
).m. PST with the 458-pound
moonlet tucked in its nose.
The satellite, called an Orbiting
Solar Observator OSO, was aimed
toward a nearly circular orbit
more than 35() miles above earth.
Scienti,ts hoped 080-1, which
cost more than $6 million to
launch, would remain "alive" for
;It least six months.
080-1, carrying a series of 13
experiments was designed to take
the first direct,
undistorted look
at the two
The sun is the source of high’VensilY radiation that whips
through space threatening manned
night to the moon and planets.
Thesatellite today was the first
of a group the
federal space agen,Y plans to launch during the next
11 yeart.; period covering one
full sun spot cycle.
Scientists said the lengthy study
"htlid Produce a method for Pre410ing solar flares. These eruptions on the
face of the sun would
make manned flight
through space
a lethal proposition
on the averof one day out of 45, and
would make a flight
to the moon
firing four or
five other days of
this period an
extremely danger1555
undertaking.
Scientists said the problem of
,Pacts radiation would have to be
Set by Providing heavy shielding
for ast
ronauts.

Brent Davis Hints Removal
Of Two ’Program’ Members

be removed and said that he wouldigineering major announced in an
speak to the group before making interview following the meeting
’ a decision,
that he plans to give his full supSAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 1962
No. 79
Davis indicated that faculty port to the proposal to close Set members on the committee may enth at. to traffic and to the proposal to establish a dead day on
also be replaced.
Robert Pisarto, fall freshman campus before the start of final
class president, and Tom Volz examinations each semester.
!I,
3 he president said that ASH were appointed to Student CoonMAJoit
by-laws dictate that the commit- cil as freshman representatives
Tom Volz, 18-year-old public
tee is responsible for providing yesterday at the council meeting.
relations major and a member of
"a well-rounded program," and
NINE APPLICANTS
Theta Chi fraternity, has had no
that it has failed to do so.
The men, selected by council previous college experience in an
Davis declined to give names
of COMM t tee member, who may from nine applicants after a ASB office. His immediate aim,
lengthy interviewing session, will he said in an interview after the
Replying to yesterday’s story concerning
depicting the communist conspiracy in
serve for the remainder of the meeting, is to try to bring a higher
Mark Sheehan’s 10 academic commandments
a manner that places it in a position other
semester. They replace Ty Wood degree of coordination between
which he feels ought to replace Prof. Edward
than an enemy
and Mike Eisenhower, who re- class and ASB governments. He
Carmick’s 10 criteria for determining subver- -attacking committees and activities of
,cently became scholastically in- expressed a belief that the two
sive and unprofessional conduct, Professor
federal government, etc
eligible for the positions.
governments are not as closely
Carmick has issued the following statement:
--weakening confidence in our free enterISince the appointments are ef- coordinated as they should be.
prisecapitalist economy or in labor-manage1- -The present controversy, in which my
Both representatives are forment relations
purposes and statements have been distorted
y have mer high school student body
suggesting fear in the face of Russian
and misstated, stems from statements made
to resign as freshman president presidents; Pisan at nearby Del
threats
by me as a subpoenaed witness before an inConflict between the old and before his term expires March 16. Mar high, and Volz at Ste. Mon-- remarks which could or are calculated
terim committee of the California assembly,
new Is the theme of "Forgotten The 19-year-old electrical en- ica’s in Santa Monica.
to weaken belief in God
on Jan. 15, 1962.
Village," this week’s classic films
attacks
on
college
administration
presentation to be shown this
2Academic freedom was a very small
-pressing
for
adoption
of
socialism
afternoon at 3:30 in the Concert
part of that statement. My real thesis was
4At
the same meeting with the council
Hall and again at 7 p.m. in Morthat American education-administrators were
subcommittee and "off the record," in a reply
ris Dailey auditorium.
not meeting fully their vital responsibiliies of
to
a member of the subcommittee, I said that
The co-feature is a dance docustrengthening our national determination.
I felt that such conduct was subversive. This
mentary, "Flamenco."
8Before
the legislature’s Committee,
has been improperly treated in the report. My
"Forgotten Village," is a MexI did not list any criteria for "unprofessional
meaning of "subversive" given in some privity
ican documentary based on John
or subversive" conduct.
was strictly a Webster’s dictionary meaning
Steinbeck’s story, with English
Before the faculty council subcommittee
as use of the word which I have applied to
commentary by actor Burgess
which "investigated" me I made a prepared
myself in that I would subvert some of the
Meredith.
The opportunity to represent n. for those who care to develop the
statement. That part of my statement which
attitudes of American education or its present
The ancient ways of life in a San Jose community in a foreign skills of human communication.
bears upon Mark Sheehan’s "Instructor Ratday responsibilities.
secluded Mexican village are country is now open to San Jose
"The responsibility of an ambasing Scale" is as follows:
challenged when members of a State students,
8I should also point out that su.l, reports
sador is as great as the privilege,"
"My concern has been with matters which
sing villager’s family become ill
of academic freedom abuse as have been given
Students selected for the Exper- Dr. Stanley declared,
weaken our national determination. I believe
om diseased well water.
to me were unsolicited. In only one case did
that the following classes of professors’ reThe village wise-woman instead intent in International Living proI make a pencil note. No such reports have
THREE-PART JOB
marks in class do directly or indirectly weak.ones "bitter airs" and recom- gram will live with and learn from
The three-part responsibility, as
been received since Jan. 15, 1962. I have no
en our national determination--and are in vio,,,rals chants and lotions. The a family in the foreign country a outlined by the Experiment corninterest in policing academic freedom and
lation of academic freedom in that they are
:lagers refuse to listen to young his choice for one month.
mittee, involves gathering inforhave no system to suggest.
Preliminary applications for the mation needed for a background
both controversial and not properly part of
I :an Diego, who pleads for medMy primary thought in January and now
assigned courses:
aid, and insist on the ritual- ambassador role are available in on economics, government. educeis that if our professorsevesywherewould
CH229 from Dr. Raymond W. Stan- tion and social customs of the
tic cures of their ancestors.
--deprecating our need for patriotism
face the needs of our country for patriotism
The film has been described by ley, associate professor of geog- country to be visited, as well as
--suggesting national shame
and an understanding of the peril which faces
:,as, Yorker magazine as "forth - raphy and Experiment represents.- on the U.S.
--emphasis on weakening our national posus, that they would direct actions accordingtive at SJS. Deadline for entry is
vigorous and stirring."
It includes presenting this backture--anywhere from conciliation to surrender,
ly--and such abuses of which I spoke would
Dancers, singers and guitarists March 14.
ground information to the host
disappear.
disarmament. rte.
re featured in "Flamenco," a
The local community arnbassa- country and family, while sending
iihn that combines Spain’s scenery dor committee of the World Affairs home to local newspapers reports
and traditional dances against a council of San Jose will award one of the Experiment,
background of music by Albeniz. or more partial scholarships of up
When the student returns he
Edward S. Carmick, associate , Granados and other Spanish corn- to $750 to the representatives,
makes personal reports through
professor of industrial engineer- posers.
Selections will be made on the talks to the sponsoring San Jose
ing, will speak before fellow farbasis of interviews and application communityulty.
members Friday from 12 u
ta
Dr. Stanley
said that senior Ric
forms,
noon to 1:30 p.m. in room A and
Trimillos, 1961 ambassador to GerHOME
STAY
EXPERIENCE
"The
Ultimate
Weapon,"
a
film
B in the cafeteria.
many, is now appearing before Sart
The basic program of the Exper- Jose civic clubs and service organProfessor Carmick, whose alle- on brain -washing based on army
"To many, ’Summerhill’ is more since 1922 and em phasized that
iment
includes
a
homestay
experwill
be
izations which sponsored his trip.
than a warm and colorful book graduates make vcry good "ad- gallons of disloyalty among col- psychological research,
university faculties shown in Morris Dailey auditorium ience as the fundamental means of
Deadline for preliminary appliabout child rearing. It is a way ijustments" to sock. ty when they lege and
achieving
friendship,
understanding
caused a turmoil among SJS fac- at 11:30 p.m. today,
cations is March 14. Preliminary
to educate children," or. Robert ’leave the school.
and
appreciation
among
the
peoThe film, narrated by actor Roninterviews will take place March
"The book clarifies in our ulty, will answer questions folE. Newman assistant professor of
ald Reagan, shows the differences ples of the world.
19-20. Final applications must be
education, told an audience of stu- mind what we want our U.S. lowing his talk.
His appearance is being spon- in reaction to imprisonment of
The challenge is for those who filed before March 26 and final indents and faculty yesterday at the schools to accomplish," Dr. Newsored by the American Association American servicemen from World can find an opportunity to con- terviews will be held March 31.
man explained.
book talk held in the cafeteria.
War I to Korea.
tribute to personal, national and
The entire book is an approach of University Professors.
Before a standing-room-only
The talk is open to all faculty
Students Against Communism world understandira. while USing
crowd in room A and 13, Dr. New - and method of education which
will sponsor the film.
with a family abroad for one
the theory and opens up many new areas of members,
in. is
month.
thought.
There IS unlimited opportunity
NOT IN AMERICA
"I don’t feel a carbon copy of
Summerhill would work in the
U.S., and I am not really’ for it
’rho ne,
anyhow," Dr. Newman admitted.
..
t teal
"We want to get people thinkgroup TASC (Toward Active Stuing of all possible methods of edudent Communtyt, will launch a lec,artion, even extreme possibilities
ture series titled "Modern Political
is
problem
The
Summerhill.
The
Young
like
Republican club will I and Economic Thought" this afterstream
normal
to
leave
the
Orr us
elect officers for the spring se- noon at 3:30 in CH149.
mester tomorrow at 2 p.m. in
of references and entertain new
Dr. Bud R. Hutchinson. assistant
he
horizons,"
methods and enlarge
CH135, according to Richard Reeb, professor of business and ecoYoung Republican publicity di- nomirs. will speak on "Frederick
said.
. Newman emphasized, "I
rector.
Engles and Karl Marx."
hordon’t think our schools are
John Gustafson. current YR
TASC’s first group meeting will
is
rible. The point is, the world
president, announced today that consider student grievances tonight
changing at a dramatic pace, so
he will not seek re-election. The at 8 in TH27.
our schools are always behind the
offices open are, president, vice
Both the lecture and the group
times."
president, secretara% treasurer and meeting sill be open to the public.
EASY SLOGANS
representative-at -large, according
The group is dedicated to "put DR. ROBERT E. NEWMAN
Faced with agonizing appraisal
to Reeb.
sing democracy into practice in p0. . . Child Rearing Book of our schools, it is hard to be
Also on the agenda will be a litical and educational
areas," acreport from the fact-finding corn- cording to Richard Rubacher, TA thoughts of "Summerhill," written critical, "so we slip into easy
brotherand
’freedom
like
slogans
mittee. The committee was set uP
the
of
director
Neill,
S.
A.
by
SC coordinat..’
by the YR club to consider candi- English school of the same name. hood, he said.
"The big challenge in schools
dates for the 25th assembly dis"Summerhill" offers a radical
trict primary race,
approach to child rearing and ed- today is character education," Dr.
ucation unlike anything ever at- Newman declared.
receives
a $500
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER Jean Lucchesi
He pointed out that the success
tempted in U.S. schools.
scholarship for outstanding participation in the San Jose State
of Summerhill is largely due to
ADVOCATES FREEDOM
College -Hart’s student management workshop from Ales Hart,
Neill advocates freedom in per- Neill’s personal strength and his
president of Hart’s department store.
sonal life and in learning: freedom understanding and relationship
to attend classes or not, freedom with the children.
Tomorrow’s the last day to take
"Could there be another Sumto "joyfully loaf," freedom to
advantage of the Baker’s Dose
Applications are now being acswear, freedom to get dirty, free- merhitl without Nei II ?" he conSaha savings on Diamond Con
cluded.
cepted
for
democratic
the
positions
in
of
junuu.
temporary Greeting Cards. These
dom to participate
and
cards, which normally sell for 25,
from
senior
freedom
representatives
on S’ , self-govenunent,
each, ere now priced to move
dent Council, ASH personnel of I ,fear of things sexual or religious,
at
.
cer Barney Goldstein announced
freedom from fear that one has to
interest,
student
with
an
in
some
SJS
jun-i
Lucchesi,
Doreen
Jean
yesterday.
earn love from adults.
Where Ilse !toss Art-, ’
also ior marketing major, has been; phase of marketing, and who shows
Interested students may obtain
"Neill feels that children should’
application blanks at the College
have freedom to live a childhood where you’ll find the girls; so awarded a $500 scholarship for promise of managerial ability.
A graduate of Notre Dame high Union, 315 5, Ninth at, and must
as free as possible from adult -set explains the title of tomorrow outstanding participation in the
arbitrary rules and behavior night’s Friday Flick, 7:30 at Mor- San Jose State College-Hart’s stu- school, the award winner will be return them by noon Wednesday.
i-is Dailey auditorium.
dent management workshop for graduated from San Jose State Applicants will be interviewed becodes," Dr. Newman explained.
The invasion of Fort Lauder- 1962.
in June, 1963.
fore Student Council that day.
His radical, at times idealistic.
Runner-up in the competition
Miss Lucchesi was understudy
Applicants for either post must
theory of education is put into dale, Florida by 20,000 collegians
for
a
frenzied two-week Easter to Leopold Amolsky. Hart’s mer- was Vincent Nino Morales. Re- he in clear standing with a 2.25
practice at Summerhill, a boardvacation
is
the subject of tomor- chandising manager, during the mixing honorable mention were overall grade average. Junior ap- I
ing school located 100 miles from
Robert A. Weers, Larry George plicants must have completed at
workshop.
London and attended by boys and row’s frank comedy.
The film stars Dolores Hart,
The A. J. Hart scholarship, Armstrong, Don F. McWilliams, least 60 but no more than 901
girls from age five to 17.
Neill, now 80 years old, has been George Hamilton and Connie named for the founder of the Richard M. Estill and Bennie E. units: seniors must have at least
Right On Campu,
store, is awarded annually to a Ferguson,
testing his theory at the school Francis.
190 units completed.

Prof. Carmick Replies
To Instructor’s Attack

Brent Davis, ASB president yesterday announced at the Student
Council meeting that there is a
possibility he may remove certain
members of the Spartan program
committee frorn office for what he
called failure to full their taiga-

’,’
Forgotten Village
’Flamenco’ Double
At Weekly Classics ,t.tiirk,; the Iedne,. ialtme.:.hePisano.

.J. Will Select

mbassador

’Summerhill Too Free’ mick To Speak
For U.S. f Newman

ltimate Weapon

YR Meets Tomorrow
To Elect Officers

’Where Boys Are’
At Friday Flicks

Coed Wins $500 Scholarship
In Hart’s Business Workshop

Two ASB Posts
Deadline March 4

TASC Launches
Lecture Series
This Afternoon

Tomorrow’s
The
Day!

3 for 25c
13 for $1
Spartan
Bookstore
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Editorial

When Parties Clash

it

Rational diention is good. A hen two parties of opposing
views clash and the result is a workable compromisethat is good.
However, when parties with these differing views base their
dissention on emotion and ignore rationality completely. cam;
I.
results and no common ground on which to stand can be f
il’hen this occurs, the parties of the clashing viewpoints
begin to look at each other only as enemies and not as groups
of human beings: they forget that the views of the opposition
no matter how strange they may bemust seem feasible or
workable to that opposition. If each side remembered this, however, when dissention occurs, dissention would hate a chance
of remaining rational.
At San Jose State there seems to be emotional dessention
that based on hate and distrust rather than on clashing viewpoints. Often a political party will have a view or action opposed by the contrasting party not because of its lack of merit
but because it is backed by the opposition and therefore must
be evil.
At San Jose State there are two factionsone that believes
in preserving the American way by eliminating communism and
another that believes in the same thing by permitting lllll 1111111il4t14 to speak and defeating them through a study of their doctrine.
Which faction is right? Should we eliminate the communist
element which has admitted its intention to overthrow the American way? Or should we listen to its arguments, cool i dent that
our belief and others’ belief in the American way will answer
these arguments?
It may be impossible to decide which faction is absolutely
correct. However, they both seem to have the same goalthat
of preserving the American way.
If the dissention were rational, both parties would realize
they have a common goal but differ in views on how to obtain it.
With such an understanding, these factions, though differing in views and methods, may be able to aim toward the preservation of the American way rather than the destruction of each
other,- 1’. P.

A Matter of Space
How many times have you nearly driven your auto into the
trunk of a foreign car muzzled between two Detroit giants? In
the parking process, it is hard to see the "runts- until you are
nearly in the space.
The hind quarters of many of these small breeds is so low
and abbreviated that it is hidden from view as harried Spartans
drive around the block looking for a parking space.
San Bernardino Valley college has solved the situation! It
has installed special parking areas for small cars only. An area
around the college’s new business building was originally to be
used for planting trees. However, necessity ruled over beauty.
Thus, SBVA has 60 such small car parking slots.
It might be sensible to introduce small car parking spaces
the next time the perimeter of SJS is measured for parking slots.
The exact number of small cars here is not known. However, we

are overly familiar with the little hug that uses only one-third of
the available room in the space, but still requires the entire slot.

This car and three more like it could fit into one regularsize parking space.
And now motor scooters! Presently, scooter riders are unable to find space to park where someone does not object. If
they park on the sidewalk, they are ticketed. If they leave their
scooters in a parking place, a car may nuzzle into the space, too,
and threaten the balance of the scooter. Then there is the individualistic scooter pilot. He is the one who parks directly in the
middle of a parking space.
Economy of space is the prime item under consideration
here. Locations two-parking-space-wide could be reserved for
scooters and motorcycles to park around the campus.
Remember, SJS is growing. It is time to plan for special
cases in parking. Disabled students are already provided
with
special places on Seventh si. It is also a must to make room
for
the small cars and scooters that provide transportation for our
students. T.B.

What Happens When.
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The Wings Are Off the Bird.
Broadway Stars Jane Morgan, John Raitt
Bring Musical Revue to S.J. Tonight
Songs from outstanding Broadway musicals will be sung tonight by Jane Morgan and John
Raitt when they bring their
"Broadway to Paris" revue to
civic auditorium.
Tickets to the 8:30 p.m. show
are available at the San Jose
box office, Hotel Ste. Claire,
Market and San Carlos sta., at
$2, $2.50, $3 and $3.50.
The two Broadway stars will
appear with a repertoire of
songs from musicals written by
such popular composers as
Rodgers and Hammerstein, Lerner and Lowe and Romberg.

Music Enriches Life,
Practice Makes Perfect
By (.AY PAI’LEV
NEW YORK (UPI t Today’s
child may be attuned more to
listening to than making music
because parental discipline is
lax.
Getting Johnnie or Jane to
practice music lessons calls for
firm, but friendly discipline
the same type Lt. Col. John H.
Glenn jr. apparently is using
with 16-year-old son David and
his Boy Scout activities.
This "I’m with you but you
have to practice" routine is
recommended by a musician and
music teacher, who took notice
of Glenn’s remark recently that
he was "beating" David over the
head to see that he fulfilled
requirements for Eagle Scout.
Glenn smiled affectionately at
his son as he mentioned the
"beating"before a group of
Boy Scouts during his New York
visit.
You don’t literally heat the
child into practice. said Max
Aronoff, director of the New
School of Music, Philadelphia.
But if you want a Child to make
music see that he practices each
dayeven
though he would
rather be out playing baseball.
NOBODY LOVES PRACTICE
"I can’t say I loved practicing either," said Aronoff. "That’s
like a kid saying he loves to
brush his teeth. But my old
man made sure I did . . . and
after four or five years, I began to enjoy the music.
"Behind every fine musician,
you wtH find a fine parent."
Aronoff, a genial man in his
50’s, has been playing the viola
since he was seven years old.
He is an original member of the
Curtis String Quartet which for

35 years has toured the world
and is director of the New
School of Music, Philadelphia.
The musician conceded that
when he was a child there were
fewer interruptions of music
practice"no television, no souped -up cars to occupy ow- time."
It helps if the parents provide
a child a musical climate, said
the musician in an interview
during a visit to New York.
"Some parents expect this,
like everything else, to be pushbutton," he said. "But you can
help your child to a love and
appreciation of music by surrounding him with it at home,
with records as well as with a
piano or other instruments."
"Don’t worry about getting
beyond their reach," he said.
"I’ve seen children at grade
school level enjoying Haydn and
Ravel and Bach.
MUSIC IN EVERYBODY
"There is music in everybody.
Every child has talent. It thrives
according to his background.
The ear is there if you feed it.
"Discipline plus exposurethis
is my recipe."
When to start, a child on music lessons?
A rtYflftf f believes "as soon as
they know A, B, C, D . . . can
count one, two, three, four,
five . . . "
And why give a child musical
training?
Not only because it enriches
his whole life, said Arnnoff, who
has been giving music lessons
since he was 12, hut hecairse
it helps channel a youngster in
the right direction.
"Did you know," he said, "that
98 per cent of the penal population never had music training?"

Lindbergh and Glenn
Make Flying History

JANE MORGAN
. . . night club vocalist

John Raitt, a big baritone, is
one of Broadway’s top musical
and comedy stars. He has appeared in such great hits as the
"Pajama Game" and "Carousel" and has performed in summer stock and on television.
A native of California, Raitt
is a big-shouldered former athlete. He attended the University of Southern California on
a track scholarship but transferred to Redlands university
when the S.C. track coach
wouldn’t let him play football.
Miss Morgan is well known
throughout Europe for her appearance at the night clubs of
Rome, Madrid, Geneva, Brussels, Cannes, Biarritz, London
and Monte Carlo.
The young soprano started her
career at a New York pub,
where she sang as a band vocalist to work her way through
the Julliard school of music.
Miss Morgan was "discovered"
by the well-known French impressario Bernard Hilda. He
signed her to a contract with
the Club des Champs Elysees,
a top night club in Paris.

Bo 1’IlIt. NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
As is common practice in the

TV’s ’Perspective’
-The Art of Nihon ,ti, ’ a discussion of the art of Japanese
writing, will he presented Saturday at 11:30 a.m, on the
weekly television show Perspective, KNTV, Channel 11.
The historic development of
Japanese writing forms from
ancient Chinese writing will be
traced by Dr. Harris Martin,
assistant professor of history.
Dr. Kazumitsu Kato, assistant professor of philosophy, will
illustrate the discussion and
further explain the aesthetics of
the art.
Perspective is produced by the
Speech and Drama department’s
radio-television area under
Richard Elliott, assistant professor of drama. Graduate student
Howard Reed is director of the
weekly show.

Opera Excerpts
To Be Shown
Filmed excerpts from Verdi’s
opera "La Traviata" will he
shown today at 11:36 a.m, in
Concert Hall to the survey of
music literature data. The Triesday and Thursday class meettrigs are open to all interested
persons,

children. The fairer sex Inus,
take this marital status
int,
consideration before
breaking
away into a dead faint.
But, the popularity of
Glenn
and Lindbergh does not rev
with women. An entire
namion.
youngsters and oldsters
alike,
have transformed these two
to national heroes. Why?
Americans have always shown
a tendency to picture their
he.
roes as men with a mission
to
fulfill, indomitable and cow’,.
genus.
The hero of American loll.
lore and the mass media. be he
town marshal or frontiersman.
represents combat of a typr.
which many feel is disappearing
from modern civilizationeem.
bat on a personal level.
To the person of an industrialized country, fast becoming
automated and urbanized, battle
with a single adversary or with
nature is combat on a personal
level.
The frontiersman matching
his woodcraft against the wilderness, the town marshal far.
ing the villain at high noon. the
lone aviator crossing the Allan.
tic or one man’s leap into space
represent this combat.
BOTH COURAGEOUS
Both men had a mission to
fulfill, progressing the field of
knowledge in a fledgling profession; aviation for Lindbergh
and spaceflight for Glenn. High
skill and courage were manifested by each man.
Lone man’s struggle taith, and
victory over the forces of nature were spotlighted in the
achievements of Lindbergh and
Glenn.
Yet, the accomplishments of
both men were the culmination
of efforts of many persons working behind the scenes; persons
who will never share the limelight.
of course
This
gn
ihtdetracts
ol’
from the accomplishments of
Lindbergh and Glenn. They were
both representatives of the scientific and technological advances in their professions. It
also indicates that chilization
progresses through the cornibned work of many and cannot
be completely measured by the
single accomplishments of a
few.
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Annual Concert Schedule
Featuring A Capella Choi
JOHN RAITT
. . . musical comedy star

Analysis of India’s Election
And Menon’s Win Margin

Pentagon Hit Japanese Writing
By Report Will Be Topic On
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
House armed services committee urged Congress yesterday to
"direct" the administration to
move toward production of the
1370 bomber. It sharply rapped
the Pentagon for ignoring recent similar orders.
In a report to the House on a
$13 billion military procurement
bill the committee cited the constitutional duty of Congress to
"raise and support armies" and
challenged members to reclaim
their eroded authority over national defense.
The report accompanied a bill
to which the committee last
week added 5491 million in unsought mandatory authority to
prepare for actual procurement
of the 2000-mile an hour bomber. Defense Secretary Robert S.
McNamara so far has authorized only research and development.
McNamara said he will ask
for an opportunity to appear before the appropriate congressional committees in opposition
to expanding the 870 program.
"The secretary said he met.
with the Joint rhiefs of Staff
for more than two hours earlier
this week, and that all hut Air
Force Gen. Curtis E. LeMay
supported the present 870 development program.

The New Englander made her
Broadway debut as the featured
singer in the musical production
of the "Ziegfeld Follies," which
starred Bea Lillie.
Miss Morgan is noted as one
of the best -dressed women in
show business and boasts a collection of more than 200 hats.

By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Within the twentieth century
many Americans have been illuminated in the national and
international limelight.
Among them, Charles Lindbergh and Lt. Col. John Glenn
jr. performed feats never before
accomplished by their countrymen. In 1927, Lindbergh spanned
the Atlantic in his silver monoplane "The Spirit of St. Louis."
becoming the first man to make
a solo flight from New York to
Paris non-stop. And now 35
years later, John Glenn became
the first man in the free world
to loft into space and orbit the
earth.
Both men became heroes overnight. Their accomplishments
captured the imagination of the
country. National pride soared,
for both "Lucky Lindy," and
John Glenn represented the scientific and technical skills of
America, as well as great courage.
Streets, parks, towns and in
Lindbergh’s case, a dance craze
(the "lindy") were named after
these heroes.
TICKERTAPE PARADE
In 1927, Lindbergh was given
a giant tickertape parade in
New York city. Glenn was also
accorded the same tumultuous
honor this year by millions of
New Yorkers.
If one is to determine popularity by parades, present figures give Glenn a slight lead
over Lindbergh.
Old hands at determining
such matters, the New York
City sanitation department announced that over 3500 tons of
confetti was hauled in from
Glenn’s parade, nearly doubling
the amount showered on Lindbergh.
Although Glenn’s venture into
space makes Lindbergh’s performance seem antiquated, the
"Lone Eagle," still has a definite
edge over the Marine astronaut
women.
Wherever Lindbergh went he
was mobbed by women, many of
whom swooned when they caught
sight of him. In 1927, Lindbergh
was young, handsome and unmarried.
BUT GLENN’S MARRIED
Glenn in contrast to this is
married and the father of two

phi

United States, Indian politicians
have been assessing results of the
general elections which returned
prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s
Congress party to power by its
usual comfortable margin.
Greatest surprise of the election
was the North Bombay vote which
returned V. K. Krishna Menon,
Nehru’s controversial defense minister, to parliament by the greatest margin ever recorded in India.
Krishna Menon’s win over old
Gandhi follower, A. Kripalini, by
more than 100 thousand votes was
greater than any ever achieved by
Nehru himself.
The campaign was one of the bitterest in the history of Indian elections, and at one stage threatened
to split the Congress party itself.
Kripalini played heavily on the
theme that a vote for Krishna
Menon was a vote for communism,
and even brought up a 10-year-old
charge of misappropriation of public funds,
The latter arose from the socalled $100,000 "jeep scandal" in
which Krishna Menon was a celltral figure although never aceused
or personal profit.
The Congress party with which
Nehru returned to power, not only
in Parliament but in virtually es cry state in India, has been the
enuntry’s chief political party for
more than three-quarters of a century.
Observers in India expect no
sharp turn to the left as result
of Krishna Menon’s victory. But
they do expect Nehru to deal severely with his critics and to press
even more energetically his plans
for a socialist economy.

The San Jose State College
cappella choir’s annual concert will be presented in Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday.
Featured works on the program are the "Stabat Mater"
by Palestrina and the three
shakespearen songs by VaughanWilliams.
The Choraliers, madrigal
group, will sing five songs for
the concert, including Brahms’
"Lovesong Waltzes," Op. 52,

Mistaken Identity
And Adolenscence
Are Theater Topics
Scenes fmtn a Roman farce
and a 20th century comedy will
be presented at 3:30 p.m. today
in Studio theater, SD103, by a
stage directing class.
Presented under the Speech
and Drama department’s weekly
Studio Hour, the play excerpts
are performed as a class exercise.
The modern comedy will be
directed by student Marty Nedom. Pla t us.’ farce comedy,
"The Brothers Menaechmus,"
will he directed by Maria Wida,
member of the stage directing
class
"The Brothers Menriechmus"
concerns a ease of mistaken
identity among twin brothers.
The double leading roles of the
brothers is played by Gerald
Proust, Others in the class cast
are Ann Morris, Bonnie Raseveare, Ray Goliveia, Gayle Lewis
and Del Franks,
Bob Browning leads the east
of the second play as H young
boy who wants to he accepted
as an adult. Supporting roles
arc played by Gretchen Greene,
Steve West and Rob Koch,
The stage directing class is
taught by Dr Paid W Davee.
associate professor of drama.

The choir will also perform
Rachmaninoff’s "Ave Maria"
and "Praise the Lord of HearThe concert is the a cappella
choir’s first performance this
semester. Last semester it performed locally in Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony and in Hoyhaness’ Magnificant with the
Santa Clara Philharmonic orchestra.
Monday’s and Tuesday’s con;
the
certs are free and open to
public.
it
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President Kennedy Says
Tariffs Below ’Peril Point’
(1.1P11---WAS
President Kennedy told Congress yesterday that the threatened loss of value U.S. markets
overseas has forced the United
States to cut some of its tariffs
below the "peril point" at the
recent Geneva trade negotiations.
Kennedy made the statement
in a message to the lawmakers
explaining the unprecedented
tariff-cutting agreements reached with Europe’s thriving Common Market and 25 other nations.
The President said some of
the reductions went well below
the "peril point" at which the
Tariff Commission had recommended holding the line. This is
a point at which domestic industries face damaging competition
from abroad.
ONLY ALTERNATIVE
But Kennedy said the only alternative seemed to be a collapse of the talks and a substantial loss of U.S. maricets
overseas. He said the agreements would make tariffs here
and in the six-nation European
Market roughly equal. He foresaw more sweeping tariff cuts
later.
The negotiations began in
Geneva in September, 1960, during the administration of former
president Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Officials said the pact would
permit the sale of many foreign
products at a lower price to
American consumer’s and make
it easier for many US. products
to compete in foreign markets.
Included in the agreement are
the European Common Market
France, Germany,
countries
Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands

Coin Has Value
As Epoch Symbol
ROME (UPI)A bronze coin
dating back to Peter the Great,
Czar of Russia, and entitling the
owner to wear a beard is one of
the strange pieces on show in the
Numismatic Museum set up by
the Italian government at Rome’s
state mint.
The coin has very little intrinsic value, but a considerable historical value as the symbol of an
epoch. Peter the Great considered beards a frivolity and a sign
of financial wealth. For that reason, in 1672 he imposed a tax
on beards. The coin was the es idence that the tax had been paid
and the owner of a beard wa,
fully entitled to wear it.

THE CHALK GARDEN
By ENID BAGNOLD
A Speech and Drama Production
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APOCALYPSE
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and Luxembourg- -and their 170
million consumers.
GRADUAL REDUCTION
Terms of the agreement have
been carefully guarded, but it
was known to provide for a
gradual reduction to 6.5 per cent
from the 8.5 per cent present
US. tariff to foreign automobiles.
In return, the Common Market agreed to scale down to
about 21 or 22 per cent its projected 29 per cent common external tariff against autos from
the United States and elsewhere.
According to informed
sources, the pact also stipulates
that the common market will
have no tariff or other import
restrictions against cotton or
soybeans, two export products
of major importance to US.
farmers.
It will take four years for the
trade liberalization program to
go fully into effect. The terms
have been anxiously awaited by
American business and agriculture.

Address Cards
Of Groups Needed
Presidents of all recognized organizations are urged to get
their address cards into the activities office, Adm242, by today,
said Jeff Das.is, ASB executive
secretary.
The information on the cards
is vital to the Student Activities
board so that they may further
contact the campus organizations.
The previous deadline for
these cards was Feb. 28, but
due to a number still outstanding, it was extended until today.

Editor:
The Sparta, I.r.,uy has erred
again and consequently owes its
readers yet another apology for
careless reporting and editing.
Two successive stories concerning Dr. Tansey’s speech,
"What Is a Liberal?" appeared
on the front page of the Spartan Daily designating the date
of the lecture as "toTHOITC/W."
The first story was printed
March 5, the second. March 6.
Is or was Dr. Tansey’s speech
yesterday, today or tomorrow?
Also, contrarj to pastel’ publicizing a lecture to be given by
Salim Jourbran, head of the
Israel Federation of Labor, on
Wednesday. March 7, the Spartan Daily gave the date of the
speech as March 6.
Again, it appears that the
Daily should be more conscious
of one of the five "W’s" of good
reporting -the "When."
Diane Lajole
ASH A III9Hfi

Librarian Offers
Holmes Quote
Editor:
Considering some of the recent and current socio-political
controversy reported in the
Spartan Daily, I would like to
bring to the attention of the
campus community the following striking quotation from
Chief Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes:
"If there Is any principle of
the Constitution that more imperatively calls for attachment
than any other it is the principle of free thought -not free
thought for those who agree
with us but freedom for the
thought that we hate."United
States v. Schwimmer, 279 U. S.
644,653 (1928)
Robert A. England
General Reference Librarian

Wild emotion.
If this is the -fear" to which
Professor Carrnick alludes, then
I would like to make it known
that I am a strong proponent of
it. Quite involuntarily. This fear
comes on whenever I hear anyone, college professors included,
speak of nuclear war, whether
their intention was to make me
question the arms race or
whether it was to make me feel
secure at the thought of our
mighty defense system. It is a
natural reaction of my viscera
at the thought of being fried; I
just can’t bring myself to be
happy about it all.
Page Browaton
ASH 7220

SJS Grad Ends
Military Training
FORT BLISS. Tex. fAHTNC
--Army National Guard Pvt.
Kazuyoki Kitagawa, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tad Kitagawa, Guadalupe, Calif., completed the final
phase of six months active duty
military training under the Rf.serve Forces Act program at
The Air Defense Training Center, Fort Bliss, Tex., last month.
The 24 -year-old soldier was
graduated from San Jose State
College in 1961.
-CAUZZUM
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Student Fears
Nuclear War Talk
LdItor:
According to Professor Carmick, one of the tell-tale signs
of a subversive professor is that
he suggests "fear of the enemy"
to his students. Perhaps, by
"fear," Professor Carrnick is referring to that emotion which
causes one’s limbs to tremble
when one contemplates nuclear
incineration at the hands of
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Fifteen San Jose State foreign students will be honored tonight
during a foreign student program dinner at tire sorority house. Margie Baker is the activities chairman.
Marilyn Cox, Model United Nations deleglite for India, will parpresident
ticipate in the regional session of MUN, Saturday, at SJS. Acting
member
be a
as pages for the session will be Carol Beals, Donna Bell, Diane BrokApplicants ruler
sell, Claire Jacobs, Diane Madsen, Eddy Marino, Kathy McMurray,
standing at the junior
C. or
Judy Mills, Martha Newman, Carole Peloquin, Pat Spence and Marygrade point
unh an (Arran
lyn Starr.
2.25.
of
Valerie Tint i, newly initiated house sister. Is a finalist in the Miss
Box
in
Isiek
ironsale dui
San Leandro contest.
by Friday,
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
the College Union
Kappa Alpha Theta set its spring officer slate for Karen Winscti 16.
low, president: Charles Mary Hagarty, first vice president; Jeanne
will be matIc
To appointment
Longinotti, second vice president; Nancy Hoel, recording secretary;
exthe
of
reommendation
Jan Koch, corresponding secretary, and I.inda Fitzgerald, treasurer.
approval
with the
KAPPA DELTA
eltrss council.
Initiation ceremonies climaxed the Kappa Delta traditional
White Rose week and included a post-ceremonial banquet at the Hawaiian Gardens recently. Carol Musser received the Outstanding
Pledge trophy and emerald award. Other initiates were Marilyn Bell,
Carol Disney, Gwen Gore, Kathy Lynes, Sandy Lusk, Barbara Miller,
Diane Nelson and Nancy Young. New officers at the sorority were
installed with Carol Sheet, president; Sue Haim, vice president:
Bettye Lederman, treasurer; Gwen Gore, assistant treasurer; Jo
Drews, secretary; Carol Musser, editor, and Sue Bertotti, membership chairman.
Alma & Almaden
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
TENDER IS THE NIGHT
Last Friday, the sorority held initiation ceremonies for Toddle
BACHELOR FLAT
Albertson, Sharon Blundell, Carol Brown, Diane Clark, Elaine Judah,
Gretchen Greene, Judy Handley, Debbie Harris, Pat King, Ann Lazo,
Pam Lee, Linda Lindsey, Pat Loe, Geri Peesar, Mary Richards, Betty
Sout h First
M
100
Fin, from Scandinavia’ Sauer, Marcella Seligman, Bonnie Shaffer, Ro Thompson, Ann Waroth, D
ren, and Kitty Washburn. The sisters recently observed Hera Day,
YOUNG SINNERS
a day set for philanthropy, by addressing Ad filling envelopes for
ood
the Cerebral Palsy fund drive.
NAKED IN THE DEEP
The sorority’s Favorite Guy finalists are Gary Hendricks, Alpha
-11
SARATOGA 2276
Tau Omega; Carlos Anglin, Phi Sigma Kappa; Denny Olsen, Sigma
Chi; Gary Ransom and Tom Truax, Theta Chi. The winner will be
lemur that Equals "Diebolique"
announced at the April Favorite Guy dance,
PURPLE NOON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers are venturing to Reno, Nev., this
with Alain Delon
Color
In
weekend to install a new fraternity chapter. The new chapter, previously a colony, is located at the University of Nevada and will
C Y 73060
be the first in that state.
Queen of Hearts candidates will be entertained today at a des1433 The Alameda
WINNER CANNES FESTIVAL
sert function during the fraternity’s fourth anniversary celebration.
NOMINEE
AWARD
ACADEMY
The SJS chapter became the fifth California chapter on March 8,
BEST ACTRESS
1958.
J0301 t mem
New initiates at the house are Ronald Sheldon, Dan Barker,
13
Doug Pavese, Ward Johnson, Ed Spoo, Ron Simpson, David Stout,
David Bloom, Roy Marson, James Dorr, Phil Amos, Bob Coning, Bob
Panizzon, Charles Moffett, Larry Gebelein and Perry Johnston.
ALPHA PHI
Spring officials at Alpha Phi sorority include Gretchen Haug,
TPLIMPET
THE
president; Gail Openshaw, standards; Peggy Kimball, pledge trainer;
Diane Miller, scholarship; Barbara Bowman, recording secretary;
Marilyn Butcher, treasurer; Bonnie Crocket, corresponding secretary; Judy Harris, activities; and Holly Hill, social chairman.
TNISIRE
Lana Lawson was named outstanding pledge during last Sunday’s
al AIN CY5-341 0
initiation ceremonies. New Alpha Phi sisters are Mary Jo Abascal,
FREE CAR HEATERS
Darlene Anderson, Vicki Andrews, Pat Argilla, Carol Armstrong,
COMANCHEROS
Margie Bursch, Sue Davies, Barbara Dunn, Ingela Hansson, Jennie
John Wayne
BACHELOR FLAT
Haws, Carol Hayden, Beth Hepburn, Lana Lawson, Joyce Loper,
T.00loy Weld
Nancy Morris, Pam Nelson, Darolyn Peterson, Suzanne Rice, Diane
leNGS GO FORTH
Spencer, Julie Tate, Carole Wagner and Karen West.
Ph
Sinatre
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigma Phi is adding 12 names to its spring semester pledge
II
list. Awaiting future initiation are Warren Adams, Dennis Austin,
Bill Creelman, Jim Davis, Joe Fralick, Bob Gewertz, Bob Johns,
ARUM/EST-COAST- THEATRE
Steve Leadley, Dennis Mapes, Pat McAweeny, George Owren and
WDRIVE-IN FR. 8-6707
Bill Phillips.
Fraternity brother Bob Powers is representing Chi Omega sorority in the Georgeous Gams contest. Jerry Bell received the IFC athpsraiLL sos citrus 11.01T 17£?
letic chairman appointment.
(Slit? AVE c,r wiRICRIESTER RD.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Initiation ceremonies this Saturday will end inspiration week at
the sorority. Following the event, the sisters will enjoy a luncheon
at the Lamp Post Corner of Ste. Claire hotel. New initiates will be
Carol Bettega, Maxine Bohigan, Sue Bradshaw, Jan Spence, Carol
Davis, Shirley Donald, Marylane Fitch, Carollee Hand, Sue Stoll,
Heidi Haymond, Sue Hervilla, Janet Hjelmeland, Joan Hullin, Marilyn Lincoln, Sue Love, Connie Loveday, Pam McGhee, Barbara Murphy, Betty Gamage, Sue Nankervis, Maureen O’Brien, Joan Ornbaum, Marcia Pearson, Pat Schultz, Anne Shipley, Joan Sleek, Sally
Simonds and Holly Spangenberg.
trot Rziot
Spring officials at the house include Wanda Hand, president;
Sonja Halvorsen, vice president; Sandy Medine, recording secretary;
orolj.77isrs
Ammung. * Sue Norris, corresponding secretary; Martie Zidek, registrar; Lynn
In at p.
.ATE BLUES"44 McCall, house chairman; Sally Camou, treasurer; Pam Purpus, public relations; Sandy Pace, scholarship; Marilou Pasquinelli, memberit W, ’
PARRISH"
ship; Joanne Risilon, marshal; Patti Graves, Panhellenic; Diane
_-shue
Deason, pledge chairman; Linda Elias, social chairman, and Mrs.
Lois Wilson, chapter alumnae adviser.
DELTA ZETA
Active members at Delta Zeta will soon include Pat Burgess,
IWIN.1111E--DRIVE IN
!15r SANTA CLARA AT 370,
Carol Couture, Jeanne Csongradi, Caryn Feuz, Anne Fischer, Diane
Holland, Patty Holland, Bonnie Levison, Sue McFarland, Nancy
North Screen
"LOVER COME SACK"
Maple, Pam McDowell, Elaine Morris, Ginny Perry, Diane Farr and
I ROSAANOFF & JULIET
Pat Thompson. Initiation will be Sunday and will end the current
SOUTH SCREEN
Initiate "Scum Week.’
1 tERRoR SHOWS
CHI OMEGA
t MAN WITHOUT A BODY
Harleen Heller was recently named Outsanding Pledge of the fall
FRIGHT
pledge class. Mrs. Winifred Gregory, Chi Omega chaperone, was
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serenaded by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity upon her selection as
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UPI’s First Woman Foreign
Correspondent Attending SJS
If SJS journalism majors appear
somewhat envious of SJS librarianship majors this semester, it could
he because of a graduate student
currently employed in the library
reserve book room.
The librarianship major, Miss
Mary Knight, is a pioneer newspaper reporter who became the first
full-time woman foreign correspondent for United Press in the
1930s.
Miss Knight, whose career h.+,
spanned real estate, radio-TV.
poetry and politics, has written
three books, including her autobiography, "On My Own," and a
children’s fairy tale.

used in Japan in the Peer’s school,
attended by youngsters of royal
parentage.
Miss Knight expects to be graduated from SJS in June 1962 and

REFERENCE WORK
The former work, published by
the Macmillan co., is used as a reference work in high school an1
college libraries and in schools
journalism throughout the country
including the SJS Department
Journalism and Advertising.
The children’s book, "The Fox
That wanted Nine Tails." is now

MARY KNIGHT
... UP reporter in 1930

then return to southern California
0
$ to berm library work.
LADIES
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BEGAN ’10 REST DRESSED’
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Initiative, determination and a
I hearty zest for life earned Miss
GIRL?
Knight her success in journalism.
(Check with us tonight)
CV 5-134/4
i For example, she created New
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THE METHODIST CHURCHES OF GREATER SAN JOSE
are now sponsoring

CHRISTIAN EMPHASIS WEEK
Speaker:
DR. LAWRENCE LACOUR
National leader from Nashville, Tenn.
Time:
7:30 nitely

First Methodist Church
5+h and Santa Clara

STUDENTS WELCOME
111

The Rev. Frank Freed, pastor
of Valley Bible church, Sunnyvale, will speak on "The Person
of Jesus Christ" today in duplicate
talks at 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
In the campus Memorial chapel.
Mr. Freed’s talk will be cosponsored by the Collegiate Christian fellowship and Tri-C of the
First Baptist church.
The speech will be the first of
six weekly Thursday talks presenting articles of Christian faith.
Mr. Freed is a candidate for a
doctoral degree in history from
Stanford university.

York’s front page fashion story in
the 1930s when, on a sudden notion,
she initiated the "Ten Best Dressed
Women" story still featured annually.
Miss Knight’s journalistic career
began in 1930 when she wrote and
sold advertising for the New York
Journal-American. After a few
months she had saved enough
money for a round-trip ticket on
a cattle boat for England.
"I went to Europe for two weeks
and stayed five years," she relates
proudly.

Grads Teachers’
Loans Available
At Dean’s Office

U.P. IN PARIS
She visited England, Scotland
and Austria, then applied at the
Paris office of the United Press
for a reporter’s job. U.P. tested
her resolution through an assortment of assignments, including leg
funs, features, fashions and news
fvats.
"U.P. had little use for women
in those days," she says, "but we
flowed them." Six months later
she became a full-time correspondent.
In 1935 United Press assigned
her to China. Between news reports, Miss Knight gathered material for her documentary on Communist infiltration, "Red Flight."
NEWSPAPER EDITOR
In 1946 she moved to California
and published a small newspaper,
Facts and Education, in southern
California. She later became a Los
Angeles real estate broker, then
held the post of secretary manager of the Chamber of Commerce
in Banning, near Los Angeles.
Miss Knight. though no longer
in the field, said she believes that
outside restrictions, especially political, are hampering freedom of
newspaper expression.
"Of course I’m prejudiced, but
I don’t think things are as free as
they once were. We were able to
use more initiative in the old days,"
she recalls. "The fault does not lie
with editors. It’s because of the
difficult times in which we live.",

i

YAHOO!... OUR HOT DOG PANTS
ARE IN
NEW
SPRING
COLORS!

Hermanns Returns

Faith Talks
Begin Today

She ’Covered the World’

Loans and scholarships totaling
more than $3200 are now available
to San Jose State students, according to Don Ryan, assistant to the
dean of students.
Lake County Retired Teachers
assn, offers a $250 scholarship for
an upper division or graduate student working for a teaching credential. The student must be a
graduate of Lake County high
school.
Male graduating seniors may
borrow up to $1000 without interest to complete graduate work
from the Jake Gimbel scholarship
fund. Deadline for applying is
May 1
For women students, the Soroptimists offer $2000 fellowships for
graduate work. Applicants must be
in the process of receiving or have
received a bachelor’s degree. Application deadline is April 15.
Financial aids bulletins for the
1962-1963 academic year are now
available in the office of the dean
of students.
Information and applications for
all loans and scholarships are available in the office of the dean
students. Adm269.

Soda Springs Trip
Signups Due Toda

SJS Language Professor Attends
Adolf Eichmann Trial in Israel
By JESSE CHAMBERS
Dr. William Hermanns, SJS
professor of languages, recently
returned from Europe and Israel,
where he attended sessions of the
Adolf Eichmann trial.
The professor, who fled Germany in 1934 after taking part in
a plot to overthrow the Nazis,
said he was prompted to attend
the trial because of the "confused
and hostile" reactions to the trial
In Germany.
"Some people said, kill him and
forget about it; others thought he
should be tried in Germany." One
opinion, Dr. Hermanns said, "was
that there were others more guilty
than Eichmann and they were free
in Germany.
"I per:cum:illy thought it v;i,

right for hun to be tried in Jerusalem," he said. "Once upon a
time a Jew stood before a heathen
court and now almost 2000 years
later a heathen stands before a
Jewish court Both happened in
Jerusalem and both happened to
be the greatest trials in history."

Women’s Housing
To Award Two
$25 Scholarships
Two SJS women students will
receive $25 scholarships when the
Women’s Householders assn. stages
its second annual scholarship
luncheon at 1 p.m. Saturday in the
faculty dining room of the Spartan
cafeteria.
The Women’s Householders assn,
is an organization of 33 approved
independent women’s housing centers at SJS.
Mrs. Golda O’Neil of Erin Castle, 60 S. 12th at., Is chairman of
the event. She has invited all women in the association’s houses who
earned a 3.0 grade point average
or better last semester to the banquet.
Besides the cash scholarships,
two plaques will be awarded to
houses with the highest grade point
average among residences. Awards
are divided between houses with
less than 20 women and those with
20 or more.

that he should be se!
Tres
with his conscience. The
general replied. ’Has he
a c,
science?’"

Dr. Hermanns said that
the
sistant prosecuting attorney
Israel told him that if
Etch
went free, many people, espev
In Germany, would say the
c
yielded to threats from the
see
German Nazis now in hiding.
The Nazis, according to
the
torney, made it known
to m
leading Jews in Australia
South America that if
hanged "they would feel the
-As I pointed out in
an
I wrote. ’The Eichmann Tt
What Next,’ I am a met,
clan. I believe that the ii. A
the Nazis built around the
in Warsaw, Poland. for in
pose of destroying the Jet’.. 4
Its continuance in the a.
Nazis (East German Corm
I
built in Berlin to destrw.
own people. This is the r.
of history."

DR. WILLIAM HERMANNS
... sees Eichmann trial
Dr. Hermanns, who attended the
trial for four weeks, described the
audience as awed and even terrified. He said the courtroom was
always packed.
"One day I overheard a lady
say to her neighbor, about Eichmann as he was being placed in
the prisoner’s cage surrounded by
bullet-proof glass, ’he looks just
like one of us.’ That is what is so
terrible, the neighbor replied. ’by
just looking you can’t tell the difference between this monster and
an ordinary human.’
"The attorney general of Israel
asked me one day what I thought
Eichmann’s punishment should be
I told him," Dr. Hermanris said.

NOW OPENING,
ST, JOSEPH’S
SHOP

RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES,
GIFTS, AND BOOKS
49 W. San Fernando
f Ilene: 295.2130
Two doors east of St. mows C so

McMahon To Join
.Registrar’s Staff
As New Assistant

YThe appointment of Francis V.
McMahon as assistant registrar
:it SJS has been announced by
Pres. John T. Wahlquist.
McMahon succeeds Lawrence D.
Borino, who is now serving a.s business and industrial placement supervisor.
A business administration graduate of SJS, McMahon obtained a
B.S. degre in marketing from the
University of California at Berkeley.
Before joining the SJS administrative staff in 1962, he served as
office manager’ for the Darrell
Dukes insurance agency.

Deadline for signups tor the SI:,
club trip to Soda Springs this weekend is noon today. Students may
sign-up in the Student Affairs business office, TH16.
Fees, covering transportation,
meals and lodgings, will be $17.50
for members and $19.50 for nonmembers.
The annual club races will be
held Sunday for men and women
beginners, intermediate and advanced cia-swes, and an open class
for anyone. To be eligible for the
races, a student must have been
a member of Ski club before Christmas vacation.

Musical Europe Tour
Conducted by Prof. 1 rafter
of The Oberlin tomer, at ory of NI one
Depart. N.,. July 12
countries
56 clays .
Cabin Clans ... S!’s I nitctl Stolen
1’ -us-al perftirmancr. and special esent.
in all 7 romitriev.
York
$1718.06 from
call for details

C/a/pc 7pavel cepace 9tic.
Y

74 W. SAN CARLOS ST.

SAN JOSE 13 CALIF

Prof To Speak

white!
light blue!
yellow!
and the old stand-br!

3.98
They’re back and just as

Dr. William C. Steele. professor of geography, will speak on
"Today’s Agitated Political Spectrum" at 12:30 today in the Roger
Williams Co-operative house, 156
S. 10th st.
Professor Steele’s talk will be
sponsored by the Roger Williams
forum and will be open to the

ALLADIN TRAVEL
173 S. 1st St

in Spring colors!
shirt fabric. 5-15.
HATES YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHCL
SECOND FLOOR

CV 2-0302

Now Taking Reservations
for the following:
V SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAIIJuly 13
9 day tour $272. Personally con
ducted by Jules of ALIADIN TRAVEL
with 7 day extension tour to
TAHITI (optional).
Also

terrific
Completely washable swe.,f

men recommend it

ARCTIC ALASKA TOURS
V LAUGHLIN ALASKAN TOURS
fi BOAC HERITAGE TOURS to Europe
V LE BEAU’S personally conducted
tours of the Caribbean.
Tauck’s personally conducted tours
to scenic areas in N.S.A.
GRAY LINE TOURS U.S.A., Canada,
Memo.
TRANSPORTATION ONLY
European Rail Passes
let Air

Travel

WaVa

Cool, clean Old Spice After Shove lotion olwovs
fl,i’ y.
lI te)
%,")011- ’Jar, Feel’ to,I
ir .r1 eiwoen shove’, os does abet siosstng
Rttt-, A OK with dotes ...11.2
e....,
1- 1-i L. -r

’
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AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

everywhere

Low Fare Airlines to East and In
Coast In Coast Trailways RIliSet with
hostess A complimentary snacks on
route.
asamialsswissamatialasersew

Old Spice Is Available at

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus
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President Outlines
U.S.-World Situation

_ presiWASHINGTON lUPI) requested
yesterday
dent Kennedy
;and management offisteel labor
contract necials to resume their
Wednesday rathgotiations by next
until sometime after
er than wait
May 1.
mnference yesterday,
At a news
told reporters he had
the President
yesterday to heads
sent a telegiam
steel companies and
cd the major
president of
David J. McDonald.
Steel Workers union.
the United
early contract
He told them an
settlement "consistent with price
stability" would serve not only the
interests of management and labor
but the entire nation.

tions. He said there were strong indications that the national economy "has more vitality that SUMP
02 its premature mourners."

Kennedy said he would be willing to participate in a summit
meeting. But, this would be to
avert war, to cope with an unusually dangeious situation or to approve some specific areas of agreement worked out on the lower,
ministerial level. He added, however. that to go to the summit
without extensive preparation or
assurance of accomplishment ’
would, as he has said before. hurt
rather than help the cause of peace.

MESSAGE TO USSR
The chief executive sent a message to Soviet Premier Nikita
khrushcliev yesterday setting forth
specific proposals for cooperation
between this country and Soviet
Russia in space exploration. Ile’
withheld details until the message
was received in Moscow.
nest Wednesday.
--Because such problems as BerThe President rejected pessimistic appraisals of business condi- lin and Southeast Asia are closelY’
related to any successful negotia-tions on disarmament, Kennedy
said he approved the idea of these!
specific matters earning up during
the forthcoming disarmament conference at Geneva.
- 1< en nedy quest Soiled 1...,111
PICTURES AGREEMENT
A steel agreement was termed as
essential to the continuing strength
Against
of the national economy.
this background the Pt esident
asked union and management to
teatime collective bargaining by

Sophistication
Becomes You
in Koret

Ovr trained stylists
are ie demand We
place our graduates
in tot? Positions in
the hair styling field.
These ere well -paid
lobs with plenty of
room for advancement. Call for info,.
’nation about our
rn odors’ teaching
methods.
Information Availablo
Now

Force
U.S. Plane Down

criticism of the Democratic-e4antrolled congress, saying he thought
the pace of legislative consideration ’
was possibly better this year than
last. But, he said a more acceptable
appraisal must await final action
ssn such major legislation requests
as his medical care program anti
Proposals for combating any future
business slump.
Hope was voiced, but not neeessat ily high expectations, for negotiations on a nuclear test ban
treaty. The President said that
without such an agreement there
was the dangerous prospect of the
United States and Russia each continuing to test
thermonuclear
weapons in the air.
’liO-SLOW ON H70’
The President strongly supported a go-slow approach to the
1170 bomber question before coneress. Ile said the joint chiefs of
staff, with the exception of the Air
Force, thought the government
should not commit itself to a major
construction program prior to evaluation tests of prototype bombers
sometime in 1963 or 1964.
- -Despite strongly backed congressional proposals for alternative
plans, Kennedy stuck by his original tequest that congress approve
the purchase of $100 million in
United Nations bonds.

San Jose
Beauty College
156 S. SECOND
CY 8.4388

Mita ISM 111111

SANTO lit eSIINGo, Dominican
Rarutali I UPI I Dominican fighter
planes fired on and forced down a t
Ames ican.owned air freighter we:
the coastal town of Palo Alto Monday, it was reported yesterday.
Two U.S.-made P51 fighters intercepted the twin.englned C46, op
stated by Puerto Rico American
rss fired it
- hum of

FRANCIS GARY POWERS
. . . lives up to obligation

Powers Case Cleared;
Missicn Is Explained

us i’liitia’ guts lire past its nose and
toreed it to turn back to Punta
Crowed, east of here.
The plane landed safely. None of
its three-man clew. pilot I.. R.
Pomeroy, copilot J. Clevehmsi and
mechanic E. Bowls, was injured,
nor was the plane damaged.
The C46 was allowed to resume
its flight after clearance

COL R’S
COMING!

Its .101IN .5.

li,111111
that Powers carried out
Intelligence Agency Director John the terms of his contract, his CIA
instructions and his "obligations as
A. McCone today said he hoped the
.in American" during and after his
aestimony of Fianeis Gary Powers, ill-fated flight on May 1, 1960.
"will clear up any cloud" over the
TELLS OWN STORY
1’2 pilot.
Powers told his own story tea the
As to the future, McCone told Senate Armed Services committee.
newsmen, Powers will work for It
I speared certain that the U2
CIA for "an indeterminable pe- pilot has been cleared
of any
riod." Although Powers wants to breach of faith or contract.
begin flying again, McCraw said no
oTsrewol of
spy novels, the
formal decision had been reached
code of the intelligence agent is a
on whether he will rejoin the Air I
stringent one - if caught, kill your- ,
Force.
self if you can, lest your secrets
The CIA director gave rongres- be tortured from you, or at best
sional committes report Tuesday! say nothing at all.
WASHINGTON I UPI I

EXPRESSES HOPE
Hope was expressed that in the
not too distant future, other free
nations. particularly those in Western Europe. can take over some of
the U.S. foreign aid burden.
- He said that the far-reachim
Geneva trade agreements prom am
announced today was about as far
at: the U.S. government could go T
in creating better foreign trade
conditions until congress passes his
tariff liberalization program.
;

Central

OLD-TIME; SPIES
This still holds trite, to a Pertain
extent, for the old-fashioned spt.
also works under an assumed name
s Army in a foreign country for relativeL
s
hrough long petiods of time.

_
Convoy
iruop
alted By Reds

Warming Hint
Remember, the bury achooi
give.’ the brag training

ssii se I 1.N It

.rilitisday. Match R. 1962

tv

YORK
I UPI I
- Don’t
when
thermostat
the
you’re looking for more heat in
a hurry.
If you wish to increase a room’s
temperature from 70 to 73 degrees, for example, set the dial
it 73. Heating engineers report
the thermosta
pushing
’,heal in such a case will not
inake the fern:ice work a bit
lister ;,al it wash.: heat.
MillN WM

1

,
sent two t loon com..
East Germany yesterday in this
face of a Russian condemnation of ,
the moves as provocative military
ilemonstrations.
A westbound mhs,,yfoam Rec.!
lin to West Germany was delayed

He gets no protection. is disowned if he is caught. He takes he.
own chances and gets paid a high
mice for it.

A ease in point is Red Army Cid
Rudolf Abel, the Russian spy who
for nearly two limit’s by Russian WaS exchanged for Powers. Abel
!,,dtsc
guamis Iy disaimiiment was, relatively speaking, an old over the unit’s strength. A Berlin- fashioned spy, laming as a painter
, bound convoy arrived in the city in New Y’’’’k
Ile apparently never talker’, and
’ without trouble. It had 191 men
Russia refused to acknowledge his
in 27 jeeps and trucks.
for
The Russian border guards existence until it traded PmWerS
OM NM
the him.
counted
197 sisidiciss
I
10 j
1/1,,155
before
est hound
passethe convoy lain
w’ts
Rut
they passed it through t heir Babels- i
ferent matter tIteaetiter, lie
Isere eheiskisiint.
1".S. Army sisskesman said the hardly la. disowned when he
IA
Russians and Americans ilisaigtessi nothing but English and was
- log a million-dollar U.S. platm.
on the number of soldiers in this
this mission could hardly he emi117 jeeps and trucks. But he sisal
r-sealed when he was discovered
wits not unusual.
The Russians did not question with maps of t he Soi iet Union.
? she American right to use the Ber- Russian ruhles and a poison needle

A Steaming Hot Plate of
IC.

Spaghetti Gg.. Meat Balls I i,s

CALIF

AVE

for only . .

39

This smartly tailored cotton belt
costume by Korot personifies
sophistication to the utmost
Note thy dress’s low V-back, the
lenge, iecliot, and threeguarter
full slinoes. Perfect for any afternoon or evening engagement.
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omunist territory.
The Soviet news agency Tess
I Tuesday denouneed Ameriean con.
en the Melissa*. (ts provorae militaly demonstrations.
But yesterday’s convoy, the see?
mlIct in a mass misvement of 3000
soldiers in 500 vehicles, cleated ac.ssrding to four-power agreements
.Uving the West the right of aceess
In isolated West Berlin.
line with elearanee proveIIn
theses, the Amerieans gave the RANI’,isms a travel order listing the soldiers in the convoy. The Soviet
lsorder guarris counted the soldiers
I as they stood by their trucks and
teens and the count did not minI .iite with the number listed.
"Apparently there was a dissirs-Taney in the list," the spokes-,
,Istn said.

Nixon Censured
By Republicans
ss A Ns .1..L.b.s: I CPI!
It!innei
Presi,i,ni Richard M. Nixon
was censured Tuesday night by the
Los Angeles County Young Remit..
beans for his reeent at
members of the .Tohn Bit eh soct.
The resolution, apinswed by the
group on a sal-incline vote, WtIS mark
hy Joe NeWItharn. Antelope Valley
whe said Nixon’s alt aisks were "not
conducive ia party unity."
Nixon. semttill,t the Reptilthean
nomination for governor, hail
on the part to repudiate the John
flint soviets- and its founder. Robert Welch. tic also urged all Re
iiuhlicans to leave the organiiii,iain

SPARTANS
LET YAGER & SILVA HELP YOU

C

r

milEmmTirmCim

The Spartan Daily’s new color edition is lust around the
It will be here on April 4th, ’there is only one minor detail . . .
it doesn’t have a name! That’s where you come in. The Spartan
Daily wants your help in selecting a name for its color magazine
section. Not just any name mind you, but a clever, original, hardhitting, colorful name.
Sound interesting? Join the Need -o -Nome contest. Here’s how:
CONTEST DATE:

March 12 through 22 (inclusive)

HOW TO ENTER:

Clip an entry blank, from the Spartan
Daily, fill it out completely, and drop
it in the COLOR CONTEST SOX in the
Spartan Bookstore.

WHO CAN ENTER:

All S.J.S. student body members. except
Spartan Daily staff members.
All faculty members, except Journalism
and Advertising facu’ty.
An employees of S.J.S.

NAME LIMITATION:

The winning names will be se!ected on
the basis of originality and how they fit
in with the names of other S.J.S. publi
cations such as: La Torre, Lylse, Spartan
Daily, etc.

CONTEST JUDGES:

Mr. Alvin Long. President of Long Adver
tising Inc. Son Jose advertising agency.
Mr. Robert Hickey, Sunday Editor, San
Jose Mercury -News,
Mr. Brent Davis, President, ASS, Son
Jose State

PRIZES:

550.00 First Prize
$25.00 Second Prize
510.00 Third Prize

WINNERS:

Winners’ names will bo published in the
Spartan Daily on the date of th, Coln,
Edition, April 4th.

CLUES:

Checli the Spartan Daily each day to.
helpful clues!

H

YOUR GAS DOLLARS $ $ $

MAJOR GAS WITH THE NEW 7 -BLEND PUMPS AT A SAVINGS OF UP TO 44’ PER GAL
P.S.: Student Daily Parking
ALL CIGARETTES 22c PER PACK
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
CASH STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE

ENTER THE SPARTAN DAILY
NEED-A -NAME CONTEST

Yager & Silva
78 So. 4th St.
CY 5-8968

I Watch For Entry Blank Monday /

Si)a 1st ti

Dtt i 1
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Square Off Tonight

’,Arch e 1-"

SJS Baseballers Face
Castle AFB Tomorrow
,I)
Ar
-v ,

Phi Sigs in Must Tilt; PiKA
Undefeated Standing at Stake

0
San Jose is the defending chamForce ta.ie to.\
pion. They had a 9-1 record last
it phi. at Municipal
year to rake first place.
will cline ti.
Sat ir day.
San lo ,e bent on revenge
last Satiliday’,-, 10-3 pasting the
1(00..i. at Cie hand; of the Spiutan,. The L,:ime, starting at 1
II in. ean he es:peeted to be a
wild.one
s: rIUr:- lineup
rtle
v.IIII.e Voir’ Van Amburg, first
second base:
Stese
Ken Takahashi. third base; Dom
Ca-1 Fisher.
liii field Ed Battu, coiterfielcl:
r:ghtfield; and Phil
Boh
Ertl catching.
The probable starting pitcher
is not known at this time.
lb’Sp:11.1.01; open their 1962
BIG ALiTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21. $78
less $13 dividend or a net of $85
(based on current I? per cent dividend).
Single men under 25 $252 less $13
nanctend or a net of $269
$10/20000 Bodily Injury liability:
85.000 Property Damage and $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or loin times a year.
Call or write for fun information to
George M. Campbell. 5E4 Maple Avenue,
Sunnyvale. REgent 9-1741 (day & nits).

SJS Net Squad
After Second Win
Alter has.ing
scheduled match with
last Tuesday,
s itsity tennis ti.
action tomorrow afternoon rui the
Spartan courts against the Unisvrsity of San Francisco.
In tomorrow’s match beginning
at 2 p.m. the Spartan racket
’,final will
seeking win number
’two of the current season.
Lee Junta, Stilsen Judah. Russ
Wright and Gordie Stroud are expected to start in the top foul.
positions in the San JIRO lineup

San Jose Golf Team
Opens Season Today
San Jose State’s varsity golf
team will open its 1962 season
today at 1 p.m. when they tee off
against Los Angeles state college
II the San Jose country club.
John Lotz, who averaged under
70 strokes per match last year,
will lead the Spa -tans against
their southern California fires_

TYPEWRITER

DENNIS BATES SCORES two of the 25 points he tallied Tuesday against UOP. Looking on are SJS guard Gene Cifta (21),
UOP’s Leo Middleton (35) and Jack Schalow (21). The Tigers
won 62-56.
Vh.r. I,,hm Smnsiair

Spartans To Attend
WRA Conference

Phi Sigma Kappa will be out
to hand Pi Kappa Alpha its first
loss of the season tonight, and
meanwhile stay in the running for
the WC basketball championship.
(lame time is 6:30, in the men’s
gym.
Phi Sig, currently a half game
behind PiKA and Theta Chi, is
hoping recently returned Russ
Mayfield, mainstay on Phi Sig’s
11161 championship squad, will
show the form he did last year.
May-field led Phi Sig in scoring
and rebounds.
PIK& in turn, hopes Tony
111roadwood, who joined the team
recently and led in scoring Tuesday night with 14 points, will
help keep them undefeated.
In 6:30 p.m. action tonight,
Lambda Chi Alpha plays Sigma
Phi Epsilon while Sigma Alpha
Epsilon faces Sigma Chi. Theta
Chi meets Delta Sigma Phi at
7:30 p.m.
I Independent league games Tues.I day saw A league’s Shieks rack

lup an 80 point total in its victory ond, and third place trophiei, are
lover AFROTC No. I. The lattet ;on display in the meres phytical
Ieducation building.
team got 36 points.
Four men scored over 15 points
The largest of the accumulain the Shieks’ win. They were Gus tion of hardware is the all.intraAndersen. Norm Steinback, Earl ImuraLs team-of-the -year trophy.
Gustkey, and Todd Phipers, who It will be presented at the end
got 20, 19, 18, and 16, respectively. of the year to the organization
Lad Manor, led by Sam Lind- showing the best all unsaid per.
say’s 17 points, kept its D league formatter in intramural sports
lead by beating Pink ’rubbers, over the fall and spring semesters.
46-36, in 17 ieagne play, Dan
Traveling trophies, which will
Matthews got 11 for Pink Tubbers, rotate among all -intramural winWinged Feet won on a forfeit ners until one team wins first
by Rimbusters in the only E place three times, have her -n re.
league game scheduled, The
AFROTC No. 2 beat Ding Bats, ceivedto
ing
Intr
musiaairneuiLs
D
orntdispillecY,lir
a)ecuDia\in.
32-28, in the F league.
Unruh.
Trophies for all-intramural 1 Individual first place trophic,
champion, second, and third place for events such as free thom
teams, as well as IFC first, sec- land ping pong, are also on

124 E. San Fernando

CY 3-5283

D1SCOU
per
3c nal.
92+ Octane Reg.

Octane Ethyl

100+

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I 00, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube

qt. can 38¢

Castro’

qt. can 50¢

100% Eastern Bulk
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100%

qt. 19’:
$1.29

Eastern

package 22¢

C;garettes

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th &

Keys

-

10th & Taylor

Losing Your Hair?
And
Your Looks?
Have you noticed that your tsap
tight lately? Does it itch, do you not.,
excess falling hair, dandruff scales, dry
oily scalp, thin or bald areas?
S. I. TUROFF, DIRECTOR
TUROFF GUARANTEES YOU HEALTHIER,
THICKER HAIR OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
If your hair is not holding out with the years, then you should see
Turoff today! Unsightly dandruff, an itchy irritated scalp and excessive
hirfall in your comb or brush are definite signs of approaching baldness. Turofi’s FREE precise 15-minute examination is your first step
toward an attractive, healthy, thick heed of hair. Turoffs examining
specialists will tell you the truth about your hair and scalp condition
end if accepted for teraiment, you’ll find the fees extremely reason
able. No appointment is needed for Free Examination,
Yes, TUROFF DOES GUARANTEE RESULTS -You mutt be perfectly satisfied with results after taking to
’,at
merits, or thr is no charge. Could anything be fairer? No appoint
merit needed for Free Examination.

THE
TURUFF
HAIR 84 SCALP CLINICS"

():\

DAYSTROMMEATH
(:()\11)()NEN’I’S :01)
STEREO HI-F! KITS

Intramural
Standings

INDEPENDENT
San Jose State will be presi- !Athletic and Recreational FederaA LEAGUE STANDINGs
dent school this weekend at the 1 lion for College Women confer(Through Tuesday)
annual Pacific Southwest Regionallence.
W L
I Traveling to Asilomar confer2 0
ence grounds, in Pacific Grove, Gorgo’s Body Snatchers
2 0
Calif., will he about 15 members Beachcombers
2 0
’if the 535 Women’s Recreation Griiltrotters . ............
1 2
Association. said Kathy Coleman, AFROTC 1
1 3
Sheiks
WRA publicity chairman.
.. 02
The conference will include rep- AROTC =1 .
0 3
resentatives of WRA and Wom- Gimlets
WC STANDINGS
en’s’ Athletic Association groups
(Through Tuesday)
from Hawaii. Nevada, Arizona
W Li
and
other
parts
of
California.
PORTLAND. Ore. (UM -5 0
Featured on the agenda will be Pi Kappa Alpha
I
Denny Moyer smiled.
5 0
Theta Chi
I think I can beat Gene discussion on different topics such
5 1
as, "How to Improve the Point Phi Sigma Kappa
Vailmer."
4 1
Delta Upsilon
And the 22-year-old Portland System" and "WRA and WAA
Tau Omega* .
. ....... 3 2
loser wants a chance to prove it. After College." said Miss Coleman. Alpha
3
Sigma (’hi
lie figures he’s earned the right
Another highlight of the con3
to mr,d the NBA middleweight ference will be Iwo guest speak- Theta Xi .
1)eltit Sigma Phi
ers, Dr. Eleanor Met heny, profes- i Sigma Phi Epsilon
2 4
’,toyer seared a unanimous
2 4
sor’ of physical education at the i Sigma Nit
ii-eision over aging but still
1
[Lambda Chi Alpha
dangerous sugar Ray Robinson University of Southe.n California, ISigma Alpha Epsilon
0 5
, and Miss Marie Noques, head a
month.
Sigma Pit
0 Ii
. Ina ready for Fullniel’," the physical cshiratiiiii department
*Disqualified
at Mills Cone
I t Dropped Out
Young Thsnny, who fought fig
the weltelweight championship :it
III, isn’t overly impressed with
Follioers: to
psi bliei red
st rength.
"He’s a boll all right. But he’s
not as strong as people say. It
I’m in shape I con he just is
nrrig. And remember, I’m a
/el. boxer.11,,Ir,
a baby-faced smith
handsome features. thilri’ I
-.wait artist fill. But he did sound
confident.
says a meeting with Flt1 Inter
"sdepends on whether Fullmer
tights Archie Moore. if Fullmet: does fight Moore.
Denny. said he "will take any
fight my manager Sid Flaherty
gets me."
"But I want to fight Fullmer
and the sooner the better," Moyer

RENTALS Denny Moyer
Wants Match
MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO. With Fullmer
Special Student Rates
latest models
Free delivery
Free Parking
hilly guaranteed
free exchange
Free exchange

REDUCED PRICES
Do-It -Yourself Headiluarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
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l’kl) 14
By Joan Irnig

I don’t believe there is anyone %Ito hasn’t the feeling that hp
has been in orbit along with Colonel John Glenn - anyone that
is wlio hail both eyes glued to his TV net several Ilays past Olen
Mown ssas ;tit en and Friendship 7 blasted off into
I ie final
space - yet how many of as ilifle considered the many countdomits that has.. taken plat, before the actual firing? \II ii,,’
necessary adsanecs in engineering most be present in order to
achiese perfert performance.
man’ to
Take uutomoike engineering 1462 for example. If y
sea. perfect firing performative you don’t blase 10 100k fur
you’ll find the residis rif a direct hit from a so11-proY VII lawn!,
ing pad in 1111. 1.110.1’00MS la ...myth.. Buick hie.. at 121
Market, in an Jose. %hat is it? The ’62 Buick of course 11,
p0Wer form aril for
nem ’62 liniek mith advanced thrust MO%
arrowtstraight going - flattens the floor. beefs up the go! Yes
Wildvat engine has
the
big
find
you’ll
e dream
iii this ant
moved formard like the tip of an arrom over the front
’steering is smootleiracking, arrow straight. If you don) 1.1-111,1Buick la,.. airl
110WrilOni% Or SIT
tm
it 101111. N i-in
In
imagina
.

BARITEAUS’

Dr’s Cleaners and Launderers
(near San Carlos)

318 So. 10th Street

41

Two Week Special
Ladies’
Sweaters and Skirts

Moyer, who mitgrew the welterweight division last year,
thinks. his battle last month
Is it It II.. II -year-old ItohIntom
sta. "the bent fight of my eassas stronger. I moved ’,Mier. My combin:stions were working hetter than ever before. And
f carried the fight to him."
Avenging a disputed decision
loss to Robinson last October,
Moyer shook up the once-great
Sugar Ray several times. The IWO
judges scored the fight in his
invor on the round system 7-:1
and the referee scored the bout
7-2-1 for him.
FOR A
STUDY
BREAK
BOWL!

49’
each

Pleats and Knits
Extra

MEN’S PANTS

5

vi

9c each
r.)

ct%).1FORNIA’S LEADING HAIR VECIVITS

CY 8-4630
How-. Duly, 11 a in 8 pm Sot., 10 in rrr -1 pm
THURS 4 P PA 8 P
NO APPT. NEEDED
SAN JOSE: 28 No. 1st St. (300 Commercial Bldg .l

PALM BOWL
1323 W. San Carlos
CY 4-2810

Remember Our Clean Only Special
Always There to Serve You

For
I ei
Your
loch

Thursday, March R, 1902

Flu Bug Hits San Jose State Track Team

) a ity

sports

Stanford Relay Meet
Slated for Saturday
The flu bug struck Coach Bud
Winter’s San Jose State track
and field team yesterday just
three days before the squad’s first
big test of the season, the Stanford Relays.
Distance men Jeff Fishback and,
Jose Azevedo and halt -miler Lynn
Peterson are all down with the
"bug" and may not be able to
compete in Saturday’s three-way
relay meet with Occidental and
Stanford at Stanford.

Cindermen Weakened
-Murad, Gibeau Sick
Fresh sprint sensation Lloyd
Gibeau, who set
Mumd and Mike
anew 860 freshman record Saturday, will probably be lost to the
sjS frosh spike team when it
city college totakes on San Jose
at 1 p.m.
Mind’s replacement in the century and 220 will be Maurice
Compton who ran a 7.5 second
oce in the interclass 75-yard
dash.
In the ARO Donn Murphy will
run with Gibeau. Murphy ran second to Gibeau in last week’s Foothill meet.
Larry Le Fall and Dwight Middleton will continue their rivilary
in the 440 -yard run. Le Fall took
the event last week with a time
of 49.1 with Middleton running
second.
In the interclass meet Middleton beat Le Fall in the novice
352.yartl run.

Allan Phillips will be trying to
better the 201 feet 5 inch mark
he set in last week’s meet. His
best mark this year was 204 feet
9 inches, set in the interclass
meet.
In the hurdles, Robert Taylor
will be going all out to better the
fast times he turned in last week.
His times were better than any of
the varsity hurdlers.
Danny Murphy, top freshman
two-miler in the country, will be
running in the mile as well as the
two-mile.
The mile relay team who ran
faster than the varsity, even
though they ran further, will be
weakened by the sickness of
Murad.
Saturday the freshman
journey to Stanford along with th,
varsity for competition against
Stanford and Occidental in the
Stanford relays.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

DUNLOP
SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING
QUALITY RECAPPING

CY 7-9111

Nick
Schoenmann broke two
school records as the San Jose
State freshman swimmers defeated San Jose city college, but lost
to Stanford, in a double meet
Thursday.
Schoenmann broke his own
school record of 22.0 when he won
the 50-yard freestyle with a time
of 21.9.
Coming back in the 100-yard
freestyle, Schoenmann again bettered his own school record with
a time of 99.3, two-tenths of a
second under the record.
The two records didn’t stop
Stanford as they went on to win
63-29.
In the other meet, however, the
freshman mermen beat San Jose
city college 53-36.
The team will face Campbell
high school in the Spartan pool
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.

SJS Judo Team
Ranks Three Men

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
CYpress 5-9910

Clara

Attention All Girls!

Winter is keeping tile fingers
crossed that the invisible menace dosen’t reach epidemic proportions before Saturday’s 1:30
p.m. starting time. Meanwhile,
team members not yet afflicted,
are scurrying around the men’s
Om picking up "cold pills."
The Stanford Relays, as the
name suggests, is primarily cornprosed of relay events. Included
in the prorTam are the 440-yard

JOSE AZEYEDO WINS the
mile with a time of 4:15.8 in
last Saturday’s small college
meet. Second is Ron Davis
(4:15.9), while Jeff Fishback
(4:16.5) comes in third.

: Nick Schoenmann
Sets Two Records

TIRES

Bill Hird, SJS’s top butterfl
swimmer will be going after the
school record of 2:11.2 in the 200.
In the individual medley, Bob
Wegman and Jim Monsees will
battle for the win and perhaps a
new record in the 200.
O’Neill is hoping that his 400yard medley relay team will turn
in a time to qualify them for the
NCAA championships at Columbus later this month.

San Jose State’s brown belt I
The 400-9’ard freestyle relay
judo team placed three men in the team of Jim Baugh. Dave (’orfinal standings of the Stockton bet, Pete Segues and Bob Weginvitational at Lodi Sunday.
man will ix. going for a new
Al Felice took second place for record in the 400-yard freestyle
the Spartans with three wins and relays. The record, which was
no defeats. Bill Knabke was third met last week is 3:30.1.
with three wins and a draw.
Jim Johnson will try to conFourth place went to Les Nishimura who had three wins and one tinue his mastery of opposing
loss. There were no team points divers.
The freshmen, led by Nick
kept.

ARE YOU
Overweight - Underweight

2 to

Take Off

.11,1\ EILERS
72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 7-0920

12 Inches

Before Summer by
ACTING NOW!
For Your Convenience We Will
B. OPEN

MARCH 11th

10:00 A.M.

All varsity and freshman It ark
team members must take a physical .examination at the student
health center by tomorrov., an nounces C,,ach Bud Winter

EVERY TOP SIRLOIN DINNER

IT

sTh-1.1

WILLYOU WIN
THE SAN JOSE STATE
SPRITE?
; -:-----NP

......

, -11.1

Someone at SAN JOSE
must win in the

7-r

Grand Prix

IM

GIVEAWAY

PACK OR BOX

closing April 1st

REGULAR OR KING

Someone on campus is definitely going to win, and 530,7
the Giveaway closes April 1st. So if you haven’t entered yet,
start now and enter often. If you’re already in, enter again.
The more often you enter the better the odds.
The rules are the same, but we’ll
give them to you again, fast:

may send substitutessee official
rules on Registration Envelope,)

1. Pick up an Office! Registration
Blank. You’ll find them all around
campus and in your local smoke
shop. Our Liggett & Myers Campus
Rep has a supply too.

3. If you pass the quiz, you’ll receive
a Grand Prix License Plate in the
mail. Hang on to it, it may bear the
winning serial number.
4. Enter as often as you like between
now and April 1st.that’s when the
Giveaway officially closes and when
the winning Grand Prix License
Plate serial number is selected at
random by a computer. The winner
gets the Sprite before school’s out.

FREE TO THE NEXT 100 ENTRANTS!

Till

10:00 P.M.
Bring this coupon with you for SPECIAL DISCOUNT
.......................................
Name

.opomimord call CY 5-9910 for "Gaelic" St ePPoin."1"4 Grin
I "dl "me erplein our program sod the benefits if hos to offer to
Your group 0 5 or over. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ale given it throe
lectures. Get together
geese) and SAVEl

Track Physicals

cquiPe4 eehitauPant
Nniti, I

2. Take the Sportscar Quiz on the
Registration Envelope ...(it’s easy).
Sign your name and address and
mail it inalong with 5 bottom panels from 5 packs of Chesterfield,
L&M or Oasis cigarettes. (Or, you

SUNDAY,

Age
Major
SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
CY 5.9910
961., 8 i Oth OM E. SANTA CLARA
........................................

itli

The Spartan swim team will be Schoenmann will meet Campbell
after its 22nd straight win today high school tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
when it meets San Francisco state in the Spartan pool.
this afternoon at 4 in the SJS
pool.
Coach Tom O’Neill is going to
send his 400-yard medley relay
team Bob Wegman, Bill Hird, Phil
Whitten and Dave Corbel out
after the school record.
The present record Is held by
Wegman, Bird. Whitten and
Corhet with a time of 3:52.0.

relay, the distance medley. the
120-yard shuttle t Iowa hurdles.
mile relay, two-mile relay and
weight man’s relay. Freshman
versions of all but the last two
of these events will also be run.
Non-relay running events to
he held are the 1110-yard dash,
880-yard run and the 120-yard
high hurdles. Field events to he
Included are the Javelin, pole
vault, high jump, shot trait.
broad jump, discus and hop.
step, jump.
San Jose State won last year’s
Stanford Relays, scoring 63 points
to 59 1/3 for Occidental and 39
2/3 for Stanford.

FREE MILK

Aquamen Meet Gators;
Try for 22nd Straight

Attention All Boys!

Put On OR

SPARTAN DAIIMIT

F4, CLOVVOCS dcl.O..OnOOlt0 ’NI 1r

.14,4 r

tick

,11.NVELIAIS
72 SOUTH FIRST STREET
ttIV(141811111111110,101,,IIIIIIMING.WISICZIMInliegir

CY

7-0920

100 FREE
(ALdpi Sq64!
The next 100 entrants in Grand Pr x Giveaway
will rece’ve a handsome UM windproof lighter
in addition to their Official Grand Prix License
Plate. Earliest postmarks starting with today get
the lighters... so enter now!
TO GET YOUR FREE LIGHTER

BETTER ENTER TODAY!

orIvroaa
-

t

.0111K ,CHISCCO CO
-

Thursday. March IC 19aV2
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Placement Office Lists
Available Summer Jobs
:.. sus this
What arc
summer? If you can’t decide, let
the placement office help you.
Helping students find summer
employment is just one of the
services offered by the San Jose
State placement office. Adm234.
No matter what your preferences. this office can probably
interesting job for you.
find
For !IWO/We, there are job openite;s listed in business, industry,

Spartan Committee
Applications Due
Applications are still available
in the College Union. 315 S. Ninth
st., for students interested in serving on the homecoming or Spartan programs committees.

oats ..J1 and state parks, resorts,
restaurants and summer camps.
Employment is offered to both
men and women. Jobs ranging
from waitresses to truck drivers
are listed.
There are also opportunities for
part-time jobs listed. Again, there
is guite a variety from which to
choose.
Providing positions for teaching
candidates is another of the placement staff’s important responsibilities. Almost every day, on-campus interviews are conducted for
prospective teachers. Just recently, representatives ctune from
Alaska to interview candidates. ,
The listed job interviews provide a rich source of possibilities
for those interested in careers in
business or industry. Engineers
especially are in great demand.

Arc Welding Apartment Houses Ex-Frogman Returns to Campus
Display Here Report Two Thefts Plans for Vietnam Assignment

A mobile display and demonstriatloft of the latest then gins
arc-welding techniques will be
shown tomorrow in the court yard
of the automotive lab between the
Industrial Arts and Engineering
buildings.
The day-long exhibit is being
presented by Gene Conner, representative of a national arc welding
concern. The display is being
brought to San Jose State from
Arizona.
Welding of tungsten inert gas,
metallic arc and spot welding will
be demonstrated.

Call for Fiction
Fiction Editor Glen Roberta
Issued a call yesterday for all
past contributors to I.yke magazine to retrieve their stories in
J206.
"If there is anyone on campus
who has not contributed fiction
tao Lyke, we urge them to do
so," said Roberts, requesting
stories for futhre Lske issues.
_

For summer jobs, career opportunities, or just part-time employASH Personnel Officer Barney
ment. Adm234 is the place to
Goldstein reports that there are
openings for five members on the
homecoming committee and for al
chairman and SLX representatives,
on the Spartan prognuns commitNote: Interviews are held in the TOMORROW
Placement Office, Aelm234. Appoint.
tee.
General Electrical no. will intermeet lists are put out in advance of the
Deadline for submitting applica- interview. Students are requested to view majors in electrical, industrial, mechanical, general, metaltions is noon tomorrow. Applicants’ sign up early.-Ed.
lurgical, and chemical engineering,
must submit photographs of them- TODAY
as well as mathematics majors.
selves with the applications and
Personal Products corp. will inmust sign-up for an interview
Hewlett-Packard co. will interbusiness, and
time. Interviews will be held to- terview majors in
view electrical and mechanical enin
for
arts
liberal
rn,ort,
frunt 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.
trainee positions in their field gineering majors.
sales force.
The Emporium will interview
Phileo Western Development majors in liberal arts for a mar10 SPEED BICYCLES Labs will interview electrical and keting and retailing executive
mechanical engineering majors, 1 training program (merchandising
66.95 to 189.50
and majors in physics and math- and sales supporting departments).
3 Speeds from 44.95
ematics.
Exeter Union High School disEt- net. Repairs by Factory Trained
Price Waterhouse and co. tact (Tulare county) will interServicemen on All Makes
will interview majors in account-, view high school teaching candlPAUL’S CYCLES
ing or business administration for date’e.
1435 The Alameda San Jose, Cal.
staff accountant positions.
CV 3-9766
Liveromre Elementary district
Tine U.S. Weather Bureau and
- the F.S. Department of Constheree (Alameda county I will interview
1 will interview majors in meteor- teacher candidates for elementary
()logy, mathematics, physics, elec- school positions.
STATE MEAT
NI trical engineering or mechanical Monterey City schools will inMARKET
O
engineering (hydraulics).
terview prospective teachers in150 E. Santa Clara
.I. J. Newberry co. will inter- terested in instructing at the eleCYpress 2.7726
A
. sew majors in business or liberal mentary, junior high and high
arts for positions as management school levels.
-SPOUND BEEF
trainees.
( Fresh and Lean
2 lbs 89c
Fullerton Union High Schooll
and Junior College district
SKINLESS WIENERS
(Orange county) will interview
First Quality
lb 45c
candidates for high school and
CANNED PICNIC HAM
junior college teaching positions.
6 lb Size
Washington Union High School
lb 55c
district I Alameda county) will inJUtilOR TURKEY
terview prospective high school
1. . our Sfor
teachers.
4 to 8 lb. Size
lb, 45c
southern Humboldt Unified.
Miranda. (Humboldt county) will
Try our top qualify meats
Jerview high school instructor
today’
14;e:s.r.evzo.
’ "’I’dates

Job Interviews

1

fell victim to ’lite% es that intekend.
Spartan Rentals unit, 642 S.
Seventh st. reported stolen a
large brown pole lamp, containing three pawn-type balls -- red,
green and blue. The pole was extremely heavy and would have
had to be earned away on a truck.
A grey -blue chrome tank -type
vacuum cleaner was reported
stolen from 536 S. Eighth st. by
Manager Robert W. Willson The
cleaner us a.’. alurd at $100.

ago, durio,c the
war, Richard Earle got
restless, left his studies at San
Jose State, where he was a police
major, and enlisted in the Navy’s
elite Underwater Demolition
Team.
Today, at 28 and back on campus, Earle is four months away
from a commission in the U. S.
Army and an assignment In Vietnam.
The senior chemistry major 13
finishing an Army ROTC program
which will commission him as a
second lieutenant. Earle has requested duty with special forces
where he hopes to use his experTODAY
iencq with explosives.
A diving accident in 1955 forced
S t oil en t Affiliates American
Chemical society, meeting, S164,
130 p.m.
AIEE-IRE, officer and committee meeting, E103, 2:30 p.m.
Young Republicans, election of
officers and fact-finding commitSan Jose State’s intercollegiate
tee report, C}1135, 2 p.m.
Roger WiWams Forum, speaker, rifle team is in its fifth month of
Dr. William C. Steele, on "Today’s competition in two leagues.
The SJS team is pitted against
.L’sgitated Political Spectrum," 156
industrial squads in the Santa
S. 10th st., 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Alpha Eta Sigma, last rush Clara valley rifle league, and five
function, in front of Newman hall, university teams in the area.
Among SJS’s competition is Uni79 S. Fifth st., 7:15 p.m.
Industrial Relations club, meet- versity of California at Berkeley,
University of Cailfornia at Davis,
ing, CH161, 7:30 p.m.
TASC, general meeting, TI-127, 8 Stanford university, University of
San Francisco and Santa Clara
p.m.
Society of Industrial Engineers, university.
Last year, the team finished
speaker, Peter Andraee, I a b or
union executive, on "Labor’s Point 22nd in the nation with 295 teams
of View," Havenly Foods, Bay- competing. The SJS marksmen
placed third in the northern Calishore and E. Julian, 8 p.m.
Women’s Recreation assn., Or- fornia intercollegiate rifle league,
chests, WGIO, 7 p.m.; swimming, and second in the Santa Clara
WG pool, 7 p.m.; basketball, WG- valley competition.
Dr. Leslie Stephenson, associate
23. 7 p.m.
professor of industrial arts, is the
TOMORROW
team’s coach, with a student gradSpartan Chi, dance, members uate assistant, Don Harmon. At
free, all invited, WG22, 9-1 p.m.
present the two are screening
Industrial Arts club, speaker, some 80 would-be marksmen. The
Gene Conner of Miller Electric team of 25 will be picked within
Manufacturing co., automotive lab, five weeks, according to Dr. StepIA147. 1130 a.m.
helison.
,li

Spartaguide

Rifle Marksmen
Will Be Selected
For Competition

1,1111

II,

1.0.W

ltp

I tColl1L.11,..11iCI

work with the frogmen.
"All that time in Korean waters,
we never saw the enemy. It wasn’t
at all like the movies, at least not
for us." the tall senior stated.
"As long as there are two people
In the water, the sharks won’t
jump you," said Earle. This was
stressed in his briefing lessons with
the frOgInefl. Ile pointed out that
for all the tithe he spent In the
South Pacific, not one man was
lost in a shark encounter.
MILITARY FAMILY
Earle comes from a long line
of military people. His father was
a 30-year man, and his brother,
Ted, in searching the family tree,
found a sergeant in an old British
Army brigade.
Said Earle, "I am against the
draft and feel that if enough men
Who really liked the service would
make it their life. our country

wu..1.1 lie .1
tnilia
why I’m going bask in..
t.hoelbal swieecktr;a:
throughback
who wentl king
had five or ten left. Our
outfit
had to reform in Ilawaii, and
then
we were sent to Korea
in the
spring of 1953."
HIGH RE -ENLISTMENT
The uur outfits buss, a hjvh
re-enlistment rate, a,,sading
tu
Earle. Our ship-over I ate was
SS
per cent.’ he said. "Some of
the
men in my outfit were 35 and 40
years old, and they wouldn’t
think
of doing anything else tssr
Irv.
log."
Earle was discharged in
June
1957 after spending live years
with the frogmen.
wits mar.
ried in March 1958 and has a
2.
year-old daughter. Patti.
Earle went to San Jose City
college for two yeas before corn
ing to SJS.

He that eats at
TICO’S TACO
will never be hungry.

Past Preference
Benny J. Frankfurt gave up flying kites when
he discovered what full enjoyment he
got from eating tacos from TICO’S TACOS.

Tico ’s Tacos
4th and St. James

TC) PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
FOR SALE
Sies-Kestle Comb. 540
5) 1.9 1

55 Olds
4 2 034 1,.9 p
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Male to shore apt. neer campus with 2
ters. Rees. Cl 3.0489.

ne,51.

"As Alt’,

Need female roommete or vacancy in
ar... immediately. Phone CL 8.7412.
Carol
Hunt.
Kniesel I
TRANSPORTATION

PT, TI:
s;
It’se "rs
()ten ao
iT

Need ride to Los Angeles area for this
"I
"’’ weekend. Will share expenses. Call Mile,
"’
CV 8.5929.
W.W. HP $495. Call
SERVICES

Unfurl,. 3.1tm. Apt. 1150. Married couple. Lest: Long, narrow, brown wallet. Re.
ward. Call 24I2536. Need papers, cards.
3rd., Apt.

Mitre
15nortt
convene

Form
to A
here

Roommates. Quick for app. apt. Pool.
1.200 sem. 428 So. 11th. CV 8-4922.

Neat furs. apt. 2 bdrrn. I/2 blk. to col - Lost: Typad German letter on blue
paper. CV 3.0979.
12 So. 5th St. CV 5-5311.

\16

se,t,

I turn. apt. tor two college girls or mar.
...ut.,1e. Very attract, and comforte. Quiet. Only $85 ma. AN 9-4576.

Privet* lessons and tut- .
HiFi phone. He’l’,7ref,,rs
rratic 3 Al. stages. Taught by na:
ti,.J. ..
sLkr. consolete. Eoc. cond. after 5 p.m. CV 3.1951.
51, if, 2 9C2i.I.
Conversation study for very advanceo
I
Dorm contract. PtCV 4. students of French by French native
CV 5-2865.
20’ Kit beau trailer sale. $500. Call Typing-Theses, Term papers, Reports
CH 5.0348
etc. CV 3-0208.
Manifold -dual cart. Edlebrack comp,
MISCELLANEOUS
A Ches., 6
Cf 4 3464 (Gene).
Pacific Coast Sailing School. Bo, 328,
RENTALS
Sousei;to. ED 2.2480.
Rooms for men with or without K.P. $20. Actors: At thousand words perform read$25 rt.. 426 So 7th S.
ings. Sunday 3-5. 136 W. San Carlo:
Small apt.. $60. Large 1bdrrn., $105, CV 4.392$.
; ; ES 7.0796.
HELP WANTED -MALI
Have RP,
End. for boys and girls. Need money? Pert time 10 phone busi.
N
.
I. In, Amer. rock rig. 65 Sc. ;testes. Guaranteed wage plus bonus.
if, Sr,
CV 7.7857. Mr. Devis.
College approved room and board for Wanted: Three hashers. Evening meal.
St
Monthly. 43 S
43 S 5th.
Ash. suifabl for 2, 3 or 4 men stu Wanted: Boy to work in afternoons
denls. See Mgr. Apt. 19, 686 So. 8th St. three meals a day plus small salary. 43
CY 3-8864.
South 5th 5f.
South Lake Tahoe, 4 min. from stateline
LOST AND POUND
& Heavenly Volley, sleeps 12. fireplace.
ei.od. included. B.t part, dishes. piano: Past Worthy Advisor’s necklace. Mother
$65 per weekend Cell collect Dick of pearl. gold, Reinkiow emblem and
gavel on it. Reward. YO 7.0369.
Mshre Kimball 4.2852.
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CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line firs+ insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
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ENJOY GAMES LIKE 3-D TIC-TAC-TOE?
OF CALIFORNIA
You’re sure to stop traffic in
any portofcall in this cool,
collected birdseye pique that
has a lectured diamond pattern.
Slender as a Waikiki palm,
white as the frothy surf,
this ohsochic
Alice fashion is a "must ’
Washable.

$15.98
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455 E. William St.
CY 4-7629
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Then you’d like computer programming, the new career
that makes full use of your logical talents. If you have a
keen analytical and logical mind -and want to use it fully
after college -then computer programming at IBM may
be just the career you’ve always looked forward to.
A computer programmer examines a business. indus
trial, or scientific problem and translates it into a special
mathematical -logical language for the computer. Working
at amazing speeds, the computer can produce answers
in minutes, even seconds. Some of these answers might
actually take days to produce by other methods.
The problems are interesting and varied. IBM programmers have used computers to predict hurricanes, tell
days ahead where satellites will be in space, locate the
best factory sites for businessmen, and aid highway engineers in laying out roads.
You naturally have
a better chance to grow
with a growth company.

No previous knowledge of computers is necessary; an
intensive training eourse will equip you for your work. But
you should have an analytical and logical turn of mind,
and at least two years of college mathematics.
In computer programming you will find that the salaries
are excellent, and that the future can be virtually as unlimited as the future of the computer itself. There are
ample opportunities for continued education.
The IBM representative will interview on your campus.
He will be glad to give you details about this fascinating
new profession. Your placement office will make an aP
pointment. All qualified applicants will be considered for
employment without regard to race, creed, color or na
tional origin. Or you may write, outlining briefly your
background. to: Manager of Technical Recruitment, IPA
Corp., Dept. 902,590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
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IBM will interview March 15.
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